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Martin Archery figured out a
way to pack a lot of high
end bow features into a

model dealers can retail at $399 and
earn their normal margin. Then it
released the 2007 Bengal this sum-
mer, rather than waiting for the
October sales meeting which tradi-
tionally kicks off the new model year.

“We were sitting in a meeting at
the plant this spring talking over the
new Bengal as a 2007 bow for October
release,” Vice President and head
designer Terry Martin told

ArrowTrade. “I said, why wait? If we’ve
really got a $399 bow that actually has
more features than a lot of the bows
selling for $700, why not do it now?”

The Bengal is in Martin’s Gold
Series sold through all channels, but
to help kick off sales the company
shipped one to each of its full service
Pro Series retailers. 

The 32 inch Bengal pairs a long,
reflexed riser with short parallel
limbs. A 6 3/4 inch brace height helps
give the bow an advertised IBO speed
of 310 fps. The limbs are laminated at
the Martin factory using advanced
adhesives and a multi-unit press.
Laminated limbs can offer increased
durability and performance over
limbs cut from a solid billet, Martin
said, because the face, back and core
materials can be optimized for their
function. 

The lower limb carries a cam that
adjusts with modules for draw length
and rides on Speed Bearings for low
friction and long life. The riser comes
complete with rubber Vibration

Escape Modules, and the Teflon-
infused cable guard is a slick hollow
steel rod that’s both strong and light.

So how is Martin building a
Bengal with all these features at this
price? By making use of modular riser
construction. Although it’s not visible
after the bow receives its film dip
camo finish, the Bengal riser has a
joint above the sight window. That
allows Martin’s CNC machines to
start with much smaller blocks of alu-
minum and it dramatically reduces
both the amount of chips that go to
the recycling bin, and the amount of
time it takes to complete machining
each riser.

The Bengal’s designer said most
hunters won’t know or care that the
riser is being built in a different fash-
ion than those for other current
Martin models. They’ll be attracted to
the features, and the price.

Dealers can get more informa-
tion about the 2007 Bengal and other
new models by calling (509) 529-
2554.
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Martin packs $399 Bengal with features
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